FOCUS AREAS

2020

2  | REDEFINING
VALUE
Incorporate the value
of natural, human and social
capital in organisational
decision making, to manage risk
and seize new opportunities.

1  | ENERGY
Reduce energy consumption
while increasing energy
efficiency and provide
renewable and affordable
energy resources.

4 | WORK & INCLUSION
3  | BIODIVERSITY
Integrate biodiversity in
organisation’s strategies,
including its links with health,
climate change and foodpattern adaptation.

Strengthen performance
by increasing diversity
and inclusion in
the workforce.

ACTIVITIES
1ST SEMESTER

2020

ENERGY

SDGs
ABC of the SDGs: how to integrate the SDGs in your strategy (FR)

13/02

Antwerp Management School (AMS): will the SDGs change future
business models

20/02

Louvain School of Management (LSM): will the SDGs change future
business models

05/05

ABC of the SDGs: how to integrate the SDGs in your strategy (NL)

28/05

Impact Network SDGs: how to upscale the integration of the SDGs
in your strategy

23/06

Impact Network Internal Carbon Pricing: how to implement it
in your organisation

06/02

Emmanuel Faber: rethinking our business models

22/04

The urgency for climate: panel debate on the necessary actions

22/04

NETWORKING & INSPIRATION

Green Deal City Logistics: how to reduce the impact of the last mile

30/04

New Year’s Reception

30/01

Impact Network Internal Carbon Pricing: sharing best practices

26/05

Roos Vonk, social psychologist: why do people sometimes react
aversely to our pursuit of sustainability

19/02

The Shift Breakfast: get updated on our programme and networking
opportunity

12/03

WORK & INCLUSION
Why diversity and inclusion in the workforce

18/02

Connect2Change conference: 3rd edition

23/04

How to recognize and deal with poverty in the workforce

18/02

General Assembly with guest speaker Sandrine Dixson-Declève

14/05

How to create an inclusive organisational culture

24/03

16/06

How to manage diverse teams

05/05

The Shift Breakfast: get updated on our programme and networking
opportunity
Monthly Webinar: the ecological and social impact of the digital world

19/02

Monthly Webinar: European Green Deal

19/03

Monthly Webinar: ABC of Due Diligence

23/04

Talent2Connect Matchmaking: closing the talent gap

11/06

BIODIVERSITY

Monthly Webinar: marketing as a driver for sustainable change

Biodiversity in the supply chain: programme kick-off

30/01

Green Deal Cantines Durables: 3rd signature session to join the community

07/02

What future for the banana? Reflection on the possible ambition levels
for a Belgian initiative

CIRCULAR ECONOMY

20/03

Ideation Day 1: packaging, a collective challenge.
How to come up with sustainable solutions

Biodiversity in the supply chain: how to integrate biodiversity
in your strategy

May

Ideation Day 2: packaging, a collective challenge. How to come up
with sustainable solutions

June

March
April

